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Aura Protection 
Say Every Day and More 

 

Arch Angel Michael 

Stand at the Spiritual Doorway 

Keep me safe in all that I do 

Cleanse and Clear and seal my Aura 

to all but my I Am self 

and the Christ Consciousness 

and so it is. 

Thank You God 
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A prayer to align the Chakra into the light 
 

Invocation to the Unified Chakra 

 

I breathe in light 

Through the Centre of my heart 

Opening my heart 

Into a beautiful ball of light 

Allowing myself to expand  

I breathe in light 

Through the Centre of my heart 

Allowing the light to expand 

Encompassing my throat chakra 

And my solar plexus chakra 

In one unified field of light 

Within, through and around my body 

I breathe in light 

 

Through the Centre of my heart 

Allowing the light to expand 

Encompassing my brow chakra 

 And my navel chakra 

In one unified field of light 

Within, through and around my body 

 

 

 

 

I breathe in light 

Through the Centre of my heart 

Allowing to light to expand, encompassing my crown chakra 

And my base chakra 

Within, through and around my body 

 

I breathe in light 

Through the centre of my heart 

Allowing the light to expand, 

Encompassing my alpha chakra 
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And my Omega chakra 

In one unified field of light 

Within, through and around my body 

I allow the wave of Metatron 

To move between these two points 

I AM a unity of light 

 

I breathe in light 

Through the centre of my heart 

Allowing the light to expand, 

Encompassing my eighth chakra 

And my upper thighs 

In one unified field of light 

Within, through and around my body 

I allow my emotional body to merge 

With my physical body 

I AM a unity of light 

 

I breathe in light 

Through the centre of my heart 

Allowing the light to expand 

Encompassing my ninth chakra 

And my lower thighs 

In one unified field of light 

Within, through and around my god 

I allow my mental body to merge with my physical body 

I AM a unity of light 

 

 

 

I breathe in light  

through the centre of my heart  

allowing the light to expand 

encompassing my tenth chakra 

and to my knees 

In one unified field of light 

Within, through and around my body/ 

I allow my spiritual body to merge 

With my physical body, 

Former the unified field  
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I AM a unity of light 

 

I breath in light 

Through the centre of my heart 

Allowing the light to expand, 

Encompassing my eleventh chakra 

And my upper calves 

In one unified field of light 

Within, through and around my body 

I allow the Oversoul to merge with the unified field 

I AM a unity of light. 

 

I breathe in light 

Through the centre of my heart 

Allowing the light to expand 

Encompassing my twelfth chakra 

And my lower calves 

In one unified field of light 

Within, through and around my body 

I allow the Christ Oversoul to merge 

With the unified field 

I AM a unity of light 

 

I breathe in light 

Through the centre of my heart, 

Allowing the light to expand, 

Encompassing my thirteenth chakra 

And my feet 

In one unified field of light 

Within, through and around my body 

I allow the I AM Oversoul to merge 

With the unified field 

I AM a unity of light 

 

I breathe in light 

Through the centre of my heart 

Allowing the light to expand 

Encompassing my fourteenth chakra 

And to below my feet 

In one unified field of light 
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Within, through and around my body. 

I allow the Source’s Presence to move  

Throughout the unified field 

I AM a unity of light 

 

I breathe in light 

Through the centre of my heart 

I ask that  

The highest level of my spirit 

Radiate forth 

 From the centre of my heart 

Filling this is unified field completely 

I radiate forth throughout this day 

I AM a unity of Spirit. 
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Invoking the Violet Flame  

Through the Beloved Presence of God, I AM, now blazing in my heart, I invoke 

ALL of the Legions of Light throughout infinity who are associated with the  

5th-Dimensional frequencies of the Violet Flame.  

On behalf of myself and ALL Humanity, I AM now blazing the 5th-Dimensional 

frequencies of the Violet Flame through every atomic and subatomic particle and 

wave of Life on Earth that is vibrating at a frequency less than 

 the harmony and balance of God. 

Beloved I AM, look into my life and the lives of ALL Humanity and see what yet 

remains to be balanced by us to any person, place, condition or thing we may have 

wronged at any time, in any way, for any reason. 

Reach your great loving hands of Light into all of the positively qualified energy 

we have released throughout our Earthly sojourns, and draw forth a thousand times 

as much perfection as we have ever done wrong. 

Fashion from this substance of perfection a Gift of Love, whatever is necessary to 

balance every debt we have created which still remains unpaid to any part of Life.    

Beloved I AM, I ask you to forgive every person, place, condition or thing which 

may have wronged us in any way, and balance all debts owed to us by Life 

everywhere. 

I accept this done through the Power of God I AM.   And so it is.  

Patricia Cota Robles 
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I AM Co creating the New Earth 

Through the Divinity pulsating in my heart, I consecrate my life now to the 

reestablishment of my Covenant with God. I clearly know and understand with my 

new level of Divine Consciousness, that whatever I AM thinking, feeling, saying, 

or doing I AM empowering, co creating, and magnetizing into my life.  

From this moment forth, I dedicate my thoughts, words, actions, and feelings to 

empowering and co creating the patterns of perfection for the New Earth. I begin 

with me, but I know that simultaneously I AM a surrogate serving on behalf of 

ALL Humanity, for we are all One. As I AM lifted up, all life is lifted up with me.  

I invoke the entire Company of Heaven to come forth now. Blessed Ones, please 

assist me in this holy endeavor, and empower these activities of Light a thousand 

times a thousand fold.  

Beloved Father-Mother God, I AM my I AM Presence, and I AM enveloped in the 

invincible protection of God’s Light and Divine Love as I sojourn 

 through my Earthly experiences.  

I AM manifesting perfection in my physical, etheric, mental, and emotional bodies.  

I AM co creating loving relationships in my life. 

I AM fulfilling my Divine Purpose and reason for being,  

and I AM financially and creatively rewarded in my job. 

I AM an example of Divine Family Life, including my place in the family of 

Humanity. 

I AM fulfilling my Divine Potential as a son or daughter, a wife or husband, a 

mother or father, a grandmother or grandfather, a woman or man, as a friend, a 

relative, a coworker, a steward of the Earth, a teacher, a way 

shower, a Light worker, and a co creator of the New Earth. 

I AM a living example of Divine Love, Trust, Integrity, Honesty, 

Tolerance, Acceptance,  

and Reverence for ALL Life. 
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I AM able to listen, understand, and communicate openly and honestly with 

 every evolving soul.  

I AM effortlessly ascending into the Divine Heart and Mind of God with every 

 Holy Breath I take. 

Within the Causal Body of God, I AM tapping into the Divine Guidance and the 

viable solutions that will assist me in fulfilling my Divine Plan  

and my purpose and reason for being.  

I AM open to the Divine Guidance of my I AM Presence and the Legions of Light 

in the Realms of Truth. I easily communicate with these Beings of Light through 

 open heart and mind telepathic communication. 

I AM One with ALL Life, and I communicate openly with the Angelic  

and Elemental Kingdoms as well. 

I AM daily and hourly fulfilling the Immaculate Concept of my Divine Plan  

and the Divine Plan for Beloved Mother Earth. 

Patricia Cota Robles 
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Sealing Affirmation 

I now invoke the full-gathered momentum of the Violet Flame to transmute every 

thought, word, action, or feeling I have ever expressed in any time frame or 

dimension, both known and unknown, that would in any way interfere with or 

prevent these patterns of perfection for the New Earth from manifesting tangibly in 

the world of form. 

Patricia Cota Robles 
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I AM the Immaculate Concept of these patterns of 

perfection 

NOW made manifest and sustained by Holy Grace. 

I AM the Immaculate Concept of these patterns of perfection  

NOW made manifest and sustained by Holy Grace. 

I AM the Immaculate Concept of these patterns of perfection  

NOW made manifest and sustained by Holy Grace.   

I accept that these patterns for the New Earth are victoriously manifesting 

 even as I speak. 

In God’s most Holy Name, I AM.  

Patricia Cota Robles 
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New Order of Healing 

Beloved Presence of God,  I AM, through  the Divinity blazing in every heart I 

invoke the Legions of Light associated with the Flame of Healing through the 

Power of Infinite Transmutation. 

This emerald green Flame with a violet radiance, is the most powerful frequency of 

Healing available in the 5th Dimension. It transcends everything less than purity 

and vibrant health, and it is the Force of Healing for the New Earth. 

Legions of Light, blaze forth the most intensified activity of this Healing Flame 

that Cosmic Law will allow. Project this Sacred Fire into the core of purity in 

every electron of precious Life energy evolving on Earth.  Instantly transmute 

every frequency of vibration in any facet of Life  that conflicts with the 

Immaculate Concept of Humanity’s Solar Light Bodies and the Infinite Perfection 

of the New Earth. 

Increase this activity of Healing Light daily and hourly with every breath I take. 

Allow me to be the Open Door for the Flame of Healing through the Power of 

Infinite Transmutation. Allow me to be a force of Healing for all Life I come in 

contact with during my Earthly sojourn. 

Magnetize into my sphere of influence every person, place, 

condition or thing that I can assist in any way with God’s Healing 

Light. Give me the Divine Opportunities to love all Life free on 

this sweet Earth. 

I AM open! 

I AM willing! 

I AM receptive! 

I AM grateful! 
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I AM God’s Healing Flame in Action on Earth! 

As God’s most Holy Name I AM, I AM, I AM! 

Patricia Cota Robles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My I AM 
 

I AM going within to the deepest recesses of my heart, the secret place of the Most 

High Living God. There I kneel before the altar of Love and surrender my lower 

human ego to the perfection of my I AM Presence, my true God Reality.    (pause) 

 

My I AM Presence takes full dominion of my physical, etheric, mental, and 

emotional bodies, and I AM lifted up in consciousness. The Light of God fills my 

Being, and I ascend into the Realms of Illumined Truth.  

 

Within this octave of Light, Unity Consciousness flows into my Heart Flame and 

floods the Earth to bless all Life. As Humanity is consecrated with the Light of 

Unity Consciousness, specific genetic coding are activated within every person's 

RNA/DNA structures. These coding contain the Immaculate Concept of each one's 

Divine Potential. This activity of Light empowers every Beloved Son and 

Daughter of God to fulfill their Divine Purpose and reason for being. 

 

Through this activation the mind and emotions of every person are purified and 

realigned with the Harmony of their True Being. This purification 

paves the way for the conscious mind and the super-conscious 

mind within every Human Being to merge and become One.  

 

In this state of at-one-ment, Humanity's I AM Presence takes 

command and the life, body, mind, and soul of every person is 

quickened and lifted into a state of enlightenment that clears the 

way for Unity Consciousness and the fulfillment of the Divine 

Plan.  
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Unity Consciousness contains a clarity and frequency of Divine Love that 

transcends ALL obstacles. Held in the embrace of this Divine Intelligence, we 

comprehend the Truth that we are One with all Life, and we are One with our 

Father-Mother God. Unity Consciousness contains within its essence our full 

potential to rise above all human conditions and all self-inflicted pain and 

suffering, for when we join together as One we become a force of unlimited and 

unspeakable power.  

 

With Unity Consciousness, I recognize and revere the Divinity within every 

Human Being. I peer into the heart of every man, woman, and child, and I see a 

radiant Being of Light abiding within every Heart Flame. As I acknowledge each 

person’s Divinity, the I AM Presence within their heart begins to expand.  

 

As the I AM Presence of each person increases in power and dominion, the 

obsolete beliefs and behavior patterns associated with fear and separation, or lack 

and limitation, begin dropping away. Regardless of the depths of negativity the 

Human Being has fallen to, his or her I AM Presence now takes control and 

corrects their course of direction.  

 

I now breathe in deeply and assimilate the Light of Unity Consciousness into my 

physical, etheric, mental, and emotional bodies. For a sublime moment, I revel in 

the wonder of this magnificent Light.  

 

Through my I AM Presence I consecrate my Life to be the Open Door for Unity 

Consciousness until the patterns of perfection for the New Earth are manifest, and 

all Life belonging to or serving the Earth at this time is experiencing the Divine 

Qualities of Liberty, Divine Justice, Freedom, and Victory in the Light. And so it 

is, Beloved I AM. 

 

 

Patricia Cota Robles 
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A prayer for Entity Healing 
 

I call on the Entities and the Dark Energy that surround me now 

I welcome you in love 

I have invited you to the light 

You are loved, blessed, healed and forgiven, loved, blessed healed and forgive, 

loved, blessed, healed and forgiven. 

You are children of God, children of light. 

You are filled and surrounded with the Cosmic Christ Light 

You are filled and surrounded with the Cosmic Christ Light 

You are now free of the Earth life, the Earth vibration, and all the bonds that binds 

us to the Earth 

There is no judgment. 

You simply review your own life. 

You will be lifted into light and taken into a place of warmth, comfort and healing 

in the heavens. 

You are filled and surrounded with the Cosmic Christ Light 

You are filled and surrounded with the Cosmic Christ Light 

I call on Mother Mary, Jesus the Christ, Archangel Michael, Quan Yin, Mother of 

Mercy, and Buddha Prince of compassion 

To open a golden door to the heavens and take you home now. 

Your Family, friends and loved ones await you on the other side. 

I release you in love 

I release you in light 

Go in peace NOW my dear ones. 
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I am Light  
 

I am Light, Glorious Light, Radiating Light, Intensified Light. 

God Consumes my Darkness transmuting it to Light 

Today I am the focus of the Central Sun. 

Flowing through me is a crystal river a living fountain of light. 

I am an outpost for the Divine. 

Such Darkness that has used me is swallowed up by the River of Light that I am. 

I am, I am, I am Light, I Live, I Live in Light. 

I am Light’s dullest dimension. 

I am Light’s purest intention. 

I am Light, Light, Light, Flooding the World everywhere I go. 

Blessing, Strengthening, Conveying the purpose of the Kingdom of God. 
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PATRICIA'S PRAYER (A Gift): 

On Thursday's call Patricia offered one of the most profound 

prayers/processes. As a special gift and a thank you for your 

commitment to this series, your wonderful emails and  

comments on Twitter and Facebook we wanted to give you  

the transcripted portion of the call that contains this prayer. 

It is here as follows for you use this it will change things for 

you... 

 

Beloved Father/Mother God, we ask that you now expand  

the flame of transfiguring divine love that is pulsating within  

every person’s heart. 

 

Create from this sacred fire a tremendous heart of pure  

divine love that expands and expands until it envelops the  

entire planet earth. This resplendent heart of pure, divine love  

is now magnetizing the love of God from every extended level  

of being in the universe into the physical plane of earth. This  

unfathomable influx of love is flooding the earth and bathing 

every atomic and subatomic particle and wave of precious  

life energy, and it’s healing light. 

 

This activity of light is creating the archetype that will form the  

pattern of perfection for our planetary cause of divine love that  

is now manifesting through our hearts and minds. Our Father/ 

Mother God and the entire company of heaven, the I Am  

presence of every person and all life throughout creation are  

joining with us now as one unified force field of divine love, as 

one breath, one heartbeat, one voice, one consciousness of  

love. We breathe previously unknown frequencies of the love  

of God from the very core of creation now into the heart of 

every person belonging to or serving the earth at this time,  

whether they are in or out of embodiment. 

 

This unprecedented influx of divine love is now flowing through  

every heart flame, creating a symphony of love that is unfolding  
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and inner-penetrating our beloved Mother Earth and all life 

evolving upon her. This influx of divine love is now penetrating  

into the fifth-dimensional heart chakra of every person on the  

planet, and the I Am presence of every man, woman and 

child is becoming a power point of light, unified in consciousness  

with the I Am presence of every other person on earth. The I Am  

presence within every person is now the open door for this  

resplendent light, and at inner levels, every person on the planet  

is experiencing this forcefield of unconditional, divine love in new  

and profound ways. 

 

Through the I Am presence, every person is seeing the  

assimilating colors of love, smelling the fragrance of love and  

hearing the cosmic tones and moving melodies of love. Through  

this activity of light, we are all truly love in action. We are  

collectively changing the core vibration of the primal light  

substance, which has gone into creating the present negative 

conditions that are manifesting on earth. Through the love of our  

Father/Mother God and the entire company of heaven, we are  

the cause of this force field of divine love now being permanently 

being established on earth. Together we have this cosmic  

moment set in place, the basic spiritual forces of divine love,  

over which humanity will now ascend out of our long exile in 

darkness into the fifth-dimensional realms of light. This is what  

our cause of divine love is attracting to each of us personally and  

to all of us collectively. We are beings of love accepting  

responsibility for loving this sweet earth and all her life free. We  

are one with this blessed planet, and the planet is one with us.  

Now our Father/Mother of God and the company of heaven are  

intensifying this light through every heart flame.  

 

This activity is lifting humanity into a higher octave of divine 

service,  

and through the I Am presence, every person on earth is now 

being  

permanently invested with the cosmic force field of divine love. 

This  

force field is initiating each of us into a higher order of service to  

humanity and the light, which will greatly enhance our ability to 

now  
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co-create the patterns of perfection for the new earth in the physical  

world of form. We accept that this activity of pure divine love is being  

God victoriously established on earth, right here and right now, even  

as we call, and so it is. 

 

Beloved I Am. Beloved I Am. Beloved I Am. 
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